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Bookaneer Book Fair Table Décor Instructions
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Supplies*:
 
•	Cardboard
•	Red striped fabric
•	Utility knife
•	Meter stick
•	Batting
•	Floral foam brick
•	Sandpaper
•	Black felt
•	Scissors
•	Hot glue gun
•	Brown marker
•	Velcro®

Directions:

1. With a utility knife and meter 
stick, cut out two 2’ tall rect-
angular pieces of cardboard. 
With the meter stick, score the 
rectangle into five sections, 
four measuring the width of 
the table leg (usually 2” wide), 
and the remaining section at 
the end being slightly thinner. 
(For safety purposes, we recom-
mend wearing leather gloves 
when using the utility knife. 
Never leave the utility knife 
where children can pick it up.)

2. Cut out a rectangular piece 
of batting to cover 2/3 of the 
top of the cardboard rectan-
gle. Hot glue it to place. Make 
sure to not glue any batting 
onto the thinner rectangular 
section on the end.

3. Cover the batting with striped 
fabric and hot glue down the 
edges.

*Remember, these are only suggestions. This 
project should be fun and creative, so use 
supplies you have on hand for substitutions.
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4. Flip the board over. Fold and 
glue down the excess fabric. 
Repeat Step 2-4 on the second 
piece of cardboard. 5. On one of the boards, cover 

the four sections below the 
covered batting with black 
felt, folding the top of the felt 
down to create the boot top. 
Glue the left and right side of 
the black felt down.

6. Cut a foam floral brick in half. 
Smooth the top, front, and 
side edges of the rectangles 
with sandpaper.

7. Cover the two foam pieces 
with black felt using hot glue.

8. Attach the covered foam brick 
to the bottom middle section 
with hot glue so there’s a felt 
covered section on either side 
of it. Cut a slit on the upper 
fold above the attached foam.

9. Attach Velcro® onto the 
exposed, thinner section of 
cardboard and on the op-
posite side on the back. 
Wrap the finished covering 
around the table, attaching 
the Velcro on the back of the 
covered end to the thinner 
section, forming the boot leg.10. On the second cardboard piece, 

cover the glued down bottom 
section of fabric with a strip of 
cardboard. Hot glue the strip 
in place. Draw a wood grain 
pattern onto the exposed card-
board. Repeat Step 9 and wrap 
it on the opposite table leg to 
finish the peg leg. 


